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The birth of mango man meme coin is attributed to the idea of motivating crypto beginners to do
well in this arena. We can name it as the world’s most trending community coin as it promises on
some
serious
aspects
like
that
of
improved
transactions,
good
speed and fun nature. Mango man is hyper deflationary coin with static reflection
which rewards holders, therefore, more Mango man coins are automatically added to
the wallet each time transaction is made. Great experience, fresher induction points and 5% hold
from each transaction is automatically redistributed to the mango man holders.
In actual, The cryptocurrency world took off last year, that is, 2020. The total market capitalization
of all cryptocurrencies now, in 2022, exceeds $1.6 trillion. It is estimated that there are over 300
million crypto users worldwide.In this new report we'll share the biggest trends in the crypto
space happening right now (in 2022).Those that are likely to continue through 2025 and beyond:

Financial institutions and large corporations have traditionally viewed the cryptocurrency
ecosystem with skepticism. Today, many institutions are actively allocating capital to this area.
Nowhere has this become more apparent than the asset management industry. By the end of
2020, $15 billion of institutional assets under management had been allocated to the crypto asset
class . This is compared to just over $2 billion at the end of 2019 (a 5 times increment).
While this amount is still peanuts compared to the overall asset management industry, future
regulatory clarity could help in boosting this number.

Almost nothing has drawn more attention in the crypto community last year than the advent of
DeFi (Decentralized Finance) applications. The concept basically involves traditional financial
transactions that take place on the blockchain. These transactions are typically enabled by the use
of smart contracts.And, unlike traditional payments or transfers, they avoid the need for financial
intermediaries altogether. DeFi transactions usually range from traditional lending to the creation
of derivatives.And growth in the DeFi space is only just beginning. DeFi Pulse reports that the Total
Value Locked (TVL) – a measure of the total value of cryptocurrencies that are committed to a
smart DeFi contract – grew from $2 billion to $15 billion in 2020.
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And 2021 has brought unprecedented growth. Since the beginning of last year, the TVL more than
doubled to just under $100 billion. One of the most popular recent DeFi applications has
been yield farming .Yield farming involves lending crypto assets to other platforms in return for
interest or new cryptocurrencies . On the surface, yield farming very is similar to digital banking.
Users deposit their crypto assets in a pool of funds and receive interest on those assets . In many
cases the depositor is staking a new crypto platform. And will receive a new crypto asset in return
for the liquidity he or she provides. In our low interest rate environment, yield farming platforms
have received notable attention because of the higher rates they can offer to depositors.

One of the most interesting developments in the crypto space is the rise of non-fungible tokens
(NFTs).These tokens basically represent digital claims to a unique thing or asset . The item they
represent can be digital or physical. Fungible tokens – like bitcoin – do not necessarily represent
any claim to an asset or physical thing. They can be traded and divided into smaller pieces. NFTs,
on the other hand, represent claims to things like domain names, physical or digital artwork,
collectibles, and video game add-ons.Typically, created on the ETH blockchain, most NFTs have
imbedded smart contracts that describe the digital or physical product they represent. And, for
the most part, they are not divisible like fungible tokens (though that is changing). Because of the
fragmented nature of this market, it is difficult to estimate the total size. But we can get a general
idea by looking at individual NFT platforms.Some estimates have placed monthly NFT trading
volume at around $15 million in October 2021. That number is likely to grow, however, as the
market value Ethereum’s NFT sector grew to $33 million from $3 million just in the month of
January.

2021 was the year of increasing regulatory clarity in the crypto market.The 2017 ICO
craze ushered in an era of increasing government scrutiny. And legal questions over the nature of
cryptocurrencies themselves have continued to confound regulators. The Ripple case illustrates
this trend well. In late 2020, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) brought a case against
Ripple Labs alleging the company offered approximately $1.3 billion in unregistered securities
when it sold much of its XRP cryptocurrency to the public.
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Mango Man, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and
any apps (“MANGO MAN”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or
exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in
this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without
any eff-ective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment.
MANGO MAN is a community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters,
marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The
MANGO MAN smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable
in any way.
The MANGO MAN token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be
considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. MANGO MAN is not in any
way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stable coin, whether global or limited in
scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind,
nor is it an invitation, solicitation to invest in MANGO MAN or acquire or use MANGO MAN tokens
in any way and with any expectation of profit the refrom.
Any user of MANGO MAN represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate
technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and a-er accessing and/or reading this
Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of MANGO MAN (including the
MANGO MAN token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high
risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform,
software or interface, including MANGO MAN, and further disavows any claim of any kind against
any community member directly or indirectly involved with MANGO MAN, for any damage,
including total loss.
MANGO MAN makes a credit card interface available on its website solely for the users’
convenience. Mango Man is built on binance smart chain with extremely fast 5 second block times
and cheaper gas fee than ethereum.
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We are totally transparent in all our processes, which includes genuine and meaningful
transactions, creating a favourable environment for everyone who signs up with us.

Mango Man is all about the freshmen in crypto world. As the name suggests, any commoner
could be a part of our community. We have earned the credibility through transparent and
genuine ways of adhering to the payments and everything related to the monetary terms.

In a short span of time, we have earned trust from all our customers. We never break it!

We are in for a long time! By adapting to the ever changing scenario of the crypto world, we will
be in market for a long long time.

Mango Man community comprises of all our genuine patrons and believers.
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The genuine nature of Mango Man coin has given it the kind of exposure it deserves. By the
authenticity, we mean there’s no scope for any frauds or forgery. This is ensured by a proper
functioning application which takes in all relevant details from all the users while joining us.
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The meme coin is very transparent to its users! We make all the transactions available infront of all
the users. All the incoming and outgoing funds are extremely transparent.
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As the name suggests, it is for the beginners, Mango Man is user friendly. The basic guidance we
give to our users is worth the experience.
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o

User friendly dashboard

o

Easy account transactions

o

Minimal fee on transactions

o

Favourable interface

The Mango man channel comprises of very easy and convenient interface. It makes sure that even
the beginners get a knack of crypto and experience it in the most suitable way!
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To earn the reliability is the key! We have organised a reliable and trustworthy community to
interact with. We do not fail anyone who is associated with us.
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To earn the reliability is the key! We have organised a reliable and trustworthy community to
interact with. We do not fail anyone who is associated with us.

The dead wallet actually holds 41% + of the supply, which states that out of 5% of redistribution,
41%+ of it shall be distributed to the dead wallet on each transaction. Thus, coins re ought to burn
with each on chin transactions.

We are the first of its kind meme token which doesn’t encourage the use of reflection! We are fully
public driven and do not believe in cutting extra tax for our own benefit.

The majority of these initial mango man tokens are locked or some are burned.

We have assigned dedicated charity wallet which receives redistributions which are used to
support the charity partners.

The application is available on iOs and android.
It will have the features like:
•

Buying crypto currencies

•

Sending crypto currencies

•

Exchanging crypto for fit

•

Texting anywhere in the world using
telephone number (restrictions apply)
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Mango Man is decentralized and owned by a fun and
a vibrant community. Our social responsibility includes
The Elimination of forgery and crime from the internet
world to make it a beautiful, breathable space.

For every transaction of Mango Man coin, 5% is distributed
To every holder. This is how we grow and earn!

Initial liquidity tokens are burned and locked. You can
view the LP holders anytime on our website.
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Mango Man employs 3 simple functions: Reflection + LP acquisition + Burn. In each trade, the
transaction is charged a 10% fee, which is split 2 ways.
5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders.

5% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into BNB, while the other half of the
MANGO MAN tokens are paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added as a
liquidity pair on Pancake Swap.
30%+ of the total supply has been burned so far so 30%+ of the 5% redistributions are burned with
every transaction.
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Marketing to spread awareness
Website launch
5000 plus telegram members
Meme development
Mango man is born

o
o
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Influencer marketing
Listing on coin gecko
Listing on coin market cap
25,000+ telegram members
25,000 holders
Third party audit

o
o
o
o
o

100,000 holders
1,00,000 telegram members
Air drop facility
Influencer marketing
Memes from community

o
o
o
o
o
o

1,50,000 holders
Increased marketing
Mango Man swap
Add way more memes
Website additions
Fruit wallet tracker

o
o
o
o
o

100,000 holders
1,00,000 telegram members
Air drop facility
Influencer marketing
Memes from community
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Start Date : Apr 13 , 2022

End Date : May 16, 2022

44,10,00,00,00,00,000 MMI

Token Price - 0.0000000035 USD

Start Date : May 16 , 2022

End Date : May 27, 2022

52,50,00,00,00,00,000 MMI
Token Price - 0.000000007 USD
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Thank You!

MANGOMAN
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